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Summary 
Pseudonym ID now play important role in electronic e-commerce 
and e-service.  For e-business payment gateway is the key to 
establish and serve customer need and payment. Customer will 
communicate without using their true identity in order to protect 
privacy. In spite of this, there is certain weakness in pseudonym 
because it is traceable and linked it with a user true identity. In 
classical way to generate a pure random number is impossible 
since the program was used is deterministic. QKD technique 
guarantees a secure communication with a pure randomly 
identical key between two parties. This paper focus on the 
pseudonym ID by using QKD to make the identity of user is 
untraceable and less linkable from the perspective of user identity 
privacy. 
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1. Introduction 

Internet has a widespread and it allowed products 
information apply to be presented to the world. With that, 
e-business is been established. In order to handle a 
transaction, a payment gateway is used to authorize the 
payments [1]. It is involved security because it exchanges 
confidential information. Threats to privacy are a main 
concern to consumer. A user will use a pseudonym to 
conceal the identity when a user places an order and 
transaction. There are good reasons for a user to use 
pseudonym such as: 
• To avoid  interfere with career 
• To protect personal life from outsider   
If the pseudonym can be link it with any bad activity, from 
the legal perspective it will not protect user from any legal 
action [2]. Privacy is needed because of three factors 
which are money, reduce risk and provide trust [3].  Trust 
it is necessary to attract user or customer.  Without trust 
business will be collapsed. User can registered telephone 
number as a pseudonym ID to communicate.  But the 
availability to trace and link user identity is higher 
compare with DNA and account bank as a pseudonym [4]. 
This is because registered telephone number is advertised. 
Due to that a new pseudonym concept of privacy-enabling 
personalization is needed.  In order to make the identity of 
user is untraceable and less linkable an anonymizer and 
infrastructure of QKD system is needed. 

2. Anonymity 

As an internet user our online activities are been monitored, 
logged, detected without prior notification.  This is a form 
of intervention to user privacy.  Any context when the user 
conducts or execute online the ordering is linkable to user 
true identity transaction or place the order is linkable from 
user true identity.   
Encryption method is used to protect the content, but it 
does protect the particular owner’s of the communication 
[5]. For this, anonymity method is to use to hide the 
internet user identity.  One type of anonymity method uses 
pseudonym to protect user identity.  It may be a good or 
bad based on user. If they use to deliver something that is 
not good, it will make an investigator a very difficult 
situation to trace the owner. However anonymity is 
difficult or tedious to preserve when payments, physical 
goods and non-electronic services are being exchanged [6]. 
The anonymity is getting higher if the pseudonym use 
seldom. This will make the context with the data is 
reduced. Other things is the frequency of changing the 
pseudonym if higher, the less it can be linked with user. 

3. Pseudonym 

Pseudonym been introduced as a technical concept in 
cryptography to achieve anonymity and unlinkability. 
There are 5 categories pseudonym which are: 
• Person pseudonym,  
• Member (role) pseudonym 
• Relationship pseudonym 
• Session pseudonym 
• Transaction pseudonym [7] 
Digital pseudonym such as public key is generated by user. 
When using pgp there are two key which public and 
private key.  In email, users send the email and encrypt it 
using public key.  Recipient will decrypt it using private 
key [8].  The key is random but it is not one time key or 
one time pseudonym. 
Different messages can be linked with same identity. By 
exploiting a trivial HTTP to channel the attack, hackers 
have successfully stolen credit card numbers from online 
store’s database. By retrieving the information such as 
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names, account number, email address and transaction 
histories, it means a fixed names or account number 
(pseudonym) can be link with the user identity. As a result 
this will create a bad publicity, lost of customer’s trust and 
reduce order to the company [9]. The most important thing 
customer will declined to interact with the online database 
website which have been hacked due to breach of their 
privacy. Although customer is using pseudonym ID to 
interact, but normal and fixed pseudonym can be trace. 
Cookies and history can give away the username used by 
the person on the desktop.   Table 1 showing window 
username use such as xxx_1 and administrator.  Users play 
two roles as shown in table 1.  

Table 1: Using Cookie to trace the identity of the user 
Window Username using 

cookie 
Cookie:xxx_1@website 

SYSTEM 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1 Payment gateway with Client ID 

When user place the order the identity of user is changing 
from window username. User will use payment gateway to 
place the order with different name from user machine 
such as abc123 as shown in figure 1.  At first glance this 
doesn’t give any information to us, until it can be linked 
with database, invoice or company’s information about 
who is abc123. Cookies and history is also used to know 
the date and website was accessed by user which is not 
transparent to everybody. But in ebay’s website, 
information of seller and item is listed which is transparent 
to public as shown in figure 2.  
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2   Individual information regarding price and seller information [9] 

With a clientID which is unidentified and unobservable   
while did the transaction user will think that their privacy 
is secure.  During registration an ID is created and all 
personnel information is stored in one located area.  This is 
like centralized architecture which enables the public to 
access the information. 
Certain pseudonym is combined with time stamp but it can 
be predicted, although it takes a lot time to know what is 

the pseudonym been use by user.  A pseudonym needs to 
change from time and time whether manually or 
automatically. Reputation data for different pseudonym is 
only one global database. This can enable intruder to trace 
the identity of the user. 
In internet environment especially in e-business or e-
service, almost user will communicate using pseudonym 
which is choosen by user without random parameter. It is 
based on user’s creativity, provided it is traceable by the 
creator and also able to hide their real name.  
Three elements which are order confirmation, payment 
gateway interface and transaction database interface are 
use in e-business over encrypted channel using SSL. 
Another aspect of privacy is transaction as shown in 
Figure 3[10]. This transaction can be linked with other 
transaction if further analyses have been done. 
Unlinkability only happens when none of this transaction 
is linkable [11].  
 

Fig. 3  Transaction interface which provide linkability 

3.1 Transaction 

Microsoft, Symantec, SANS, hacker will post the security 
issue in internet. On some occasion privacy is less 
prioritized over security. The result of privacy has direct 
impact on the individual. Thieves will use personal 
information to trade user payment record and manipulate 
it. .User e-transaction carries a lot of related information 
about individual which can be linked with another 
transaction.  During e-transaction it is important to ensure 
unlinkability. E-business uses web browser, which enable 
user to view the source code on the web hypertext markup 
language (HTML) format using notepad or web editor and 
etc. This is another method form of less privacy system.  
 
3.1.1 Transaction processing 
Although user interact using pseudonym, but transaction 
status can be tracked by the organization.  Threat which 
comes from internal is more dangerous because it betray 
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the internal user trust of the organization.  Ethics such as 
integrity is been violate [12]. 
User will think the transaction process is safe.  Such 
Application has a weakness, there are cases that the 
information was disclosed accidentally and temporary file 
remain in the system and can be accessed by other user. 
For web application, it is better for temporary file’s path to 
be placed in other than web document root directory. 
 
3.1.2 Transaction database interface  
Database is a heart of the web where information 
regarding customer is store. Security is new to database 
and this cause a vulnerabilities. Database interface is a 
focus for the attack as shown in figure 3 [13]. Sometimes 
technology gives the advantages of the intruder to retrieve 
information easily using the weakness of input validation 
which not been validate properly. By send unusual input 
attacker can gain access to database or which not practice 
the input validation.  The input validation can reduce and 
defend from any malicious attack. It is suggests all 
information regarding username, credit card, personal 
information are not keep in one database, in order to 
minimize the risks. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4  Front end and Back end  

In internet, million of computers are connected through 
TCP ports 80 or 443 to the World Wide Web. User 
information is retrieve using this port because firewalls 
have to let web traffic go in. This gives the opportunity to 
attack encrypted information in the encrypted stream by 
intruder.  
The shared secret can be a password or passphrase.  The 
different is how strong it can protect a user. A pseudonym 
also can be a shared secret which can be use an identity for 
user to communicate. In ordinary privacy enhancement 
system such as client and e-service provider, pseudonym 
ID is used to protect user identity so that user is 
anonymous to e-service provider.  The weakness of 
pseudonymn ID which been address above is due the 
method commonly used to create pseudonym ID is too 
structured and thus predictable. 
Current pseudonym ID is generated using HASH function 
which using user identity and  timestamp as input to 

HASH function to change the value of pseudonym ID for 
each communication session so that it is less linkable to 
user identity. However, timestamp method is fixed, 
structured and predictable which enable hacker to trace the 
linkability. This exposes the system to identity theft attack.  

4. Construction Pseudonym with Quantum 
Key Distribution 

A QKD system consists of a quantum channel and 
classical channel. It can be used to generate and distribute 
secret key together with classical algorithm such as Rivest, 
Shamir and Adleman (RSA) and key management using 
Diffie-Hellman. QKD generates and exchanges the secret 
keys in optical fiber, by using Quantum mechanics and 
exchanging photons, a secret key will be created. The 
beauty here is that quantum mechanics guarantee that the 
key cannot be copied or intercepted [14] [15]. Any 
changes to the photon will make the properties of photon 
changed 
In the classical method without using QKD, to generate a 
pure random number is impossible since the program was 
used is deterministic. One of the possible alternatives is to 
solve the predictability of pseudonym by using method 
provided by QKD network.  In order to create pseudonym 
id based on quantum key the, QKD technology will be 
used with the pseudonym which is priory create in 
classical way. The characteristic of QKD network enable 
incorporation of random process that will complicate the 
traceability of user identity as shown in figure 4. 
 

 

Fig. 5  Q-anonymizer to anonymize user identity [16] 

In figure 4 the process begins as below: 
• Client  will send  a request for private communication 

to Q-anonymizer in order to communicate with server 
• Client will request K1 from its QKD and  key ID1 to 

Q-anonymizer  
• Q-anonymizer will retrieve  k1 by  using Key ID1  from 

its QKD 
• Q-anonymizer will  request K2   and send the key ID2   

to server 
• After  initialization step, the q-anonymizer will react 

User 1 
 front end 

User 2 
 front end

User 3 
 front end 

Back end  

Database 
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as shown below 
• Upon receive key ID, q-anonymizer will retrieve K1 

through link 1. Communication will establish between 
client and q-anonymizer.  

• Server will receive key ID from q-anonymizer. Using 
Key ID, server will retrieve K2 from QKD system 
through link 2.  Communication will establish 
between q-anonymizer and server.  K1 and K2 is 
combined with pseudonym (usual) such as social 
security number, DNA, telephone number, in order to 
get quantum network based pseudonym ID. 

5. Conclusions 

Unlinkability and anonymiser is dependable on each other.  
Privacy needs unlinkability and anonymizer to implement 
it need anonymizer.  Infrastructure is used to support 
anonymizer. Pseudonym is a choice for the person who did 
not want his/her family, colleagues to know his activity or 
interest. It gives total- freedom for them to express 
something or do e-business. Percentage of the pseudonym 
to be easy to link with the user is dependable on 
infrastructure used because pseudonym alone still can be 
linked and need a secure infrastructure that have the 
capability to provide randomness without depending to 
timestamp in order to achieve anonymity and unlinkability. 
The structure of pseudonym which been study by intruder 
will make the anonymity decreases. 
What we recommend is a system with a virtual transaction 
using one time pseudonym and database.  A key which is 
one time key, session and random should explored in order 
to provide that unlinkability pseudonym together with the 
database.  Another way to hide our identity is to possibly 
reduce our communication using internet except for 
important things. Although this suggestion may seem 
conventional this is the best option to do that until one 
time pseudonym, one time random and one time database 
is achieved.  QKD is not a total solution in the security.  It 
is a piece of the security project and depends on 
conventional network for encryption, transferring and 
storing of data. 
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